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Requirements
Training modules TM811 - AROL runtime system

Software
APROL
SuSE Linux

Hardware 1 control computer, 1 controller
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1 Introduction

A manufacturing system is operated and controlled by a wide variety of employees. Since these users
can have a variety of qualifications, the question is "Who is permitted to operate what?"

The assumption that operating and service personnel are available results in two different profiles
(groups) for operating the manufacturing system. This is fundamental in preventing incorrect operating
and system states.

The user profiles apply to all types of control of the process. Thus, operator management must already
be included in the dynamic elements of the engineering system.

Figure 1: Rights and duties of plant personnel
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1.1 Learning objectives

After completing this seminar, participants will be able to integrate operator management elements into
the runtime and operating environments. In addition, participants will gain insight into the process of
library configuration since operator management begins there and finishes in project configuration with
the actual operators. Strictly speaking, operator management ends in the RUNTIME or OPERATOR
environment since interventions can also occur here, depending on the authorizations.

Figure 2: Overview
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2 Operator management

Operating a process requires specialist knowledge, which is why the operating and monitoring level of
APROL is naturally also subject to access protection. In this way, it is possible to regulate an effect on
the process events. You have the possibility of defining an unlimited number of different rights that
are then stored in Operator groups.

The operation of the process is done in the process graphic by so-called operating templates. These
are the graphical components of graphic blocks that are included in the logic diagram of the system.
The keys and input fields of the operating templates are graphic block outputs that forward the entered
value or the keystroke as a pulse or signal to the remaining logic on the function block diagram. One of
the possible rights is assigned to each of the graphic block outputs. Since the graphic block outputs are
usually located in a hyper macro, it is possible to configure the operator rights via the properties of the
hyper macro (or also via the properties of the graphic block).

The operator rights are not organized hierarchically. The configured rights are then available to each
operator group .

Figure 3: Library and project rights

In general, a distinction must be made here between library and project rights. All blocks receive default
rights during library engineering, which are of course used in the project. If it is now necessary to change
these rights in the project, the project rights will be used. This gives you the option of assigning rights to
each action separately. This simplifies the structuring of the operator management considerably.
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Note:

A separate right should not be defined for each operating action, as there are usually a max-
imum of 4 hierarchy levels on the systems later (operator / shift foreman / maintenance tech-
nician / service engineer). Against this background, a hierarchically structured user guidance
should be implemented with as few rights as possible.

Geographical" hierarchies are also common. For example, someone receives only access
rights to his specific plant area. This is particularly common for building control systems.

For clarification the following picture shall serve, in which one finds in the internal view of the hyper macro
the graphic block with the corresponding outputs, which were written before with project rights.

Figure 4: Graphic block view in HM (see L2A/ValInt in HM Properties)
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3 Operator rights

Any number of rights can be managed in library engineering. In addition, you can also manage any
number of rights in project engineering. Via the menu "Extras>>Configure Operator Rights..." the
corresponding dialog box is opened. By pressing the right mouse button the button appears "New"
and a new line is inserted. By selecting button [Delete], the line with the focus is deleted. The name is
again subject to a validator, which prevents a syntactical incorrect input. The description can be chosen
arbitrarily (no syntax conventions).

In addition, an "Export/Import" mechanism is also available.

Only the rights that have been assigned a unique name are available for assigning online operator
groups.

Figure 5: Operator rights

A naming convention for rights is not mandatory, but it makes sense to name the rights after the action
itself. In case of possibly necessary project rights, the additional purpose (mostly equipment, etc.) should
also be included.
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4 The OperatorManager

Via the menu "Tools>>OperatorManager ..." the OperatorManger can be started. This is used to man-
age the operator groups and the operators themselves. In the OperatorManager, you define groups (a
sort of profile of rights) that you can then assign to the corresponding operators (operator, service tech-
nician, project engineer, etc.).

Figure 6: Start OperatorManager

The OperatorManager is divided into two areas (left and right manipulation area) in order to create groups
(quasi user profiles) and second operators.

Figure 7: OperatorManager
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4.1 Operator groups

Operator groups are managed in the left area of the OperatorManager. With the right mouse button you
get various editing and setting options.

Figure 8: Creating a new user group

Operator groups are defined in this dialog box for the interfaces of the runtime or operator system
and their Access rights in the Process graphics on the Alarm and signalling system and the APROL
tools available in the user interface. The number of operator groups that can be created is not limited.
In the first tab, enter the name of the group and a detailed description.

Figure 9: Creating a New Operator Group

Under the rider "Operator rights" the operator rights are assigned to the new operator group. Newly
created rights receive a TriState status. This means that these rights still must be explicitly allowed or
denied in this group. If there is no handling with a TriState right, the default permission has been granted.

The assignment is made by selecting with the right mouse button. If this happens in the root of a library
or project, all rights can be set immediately. These settings must then be confirmed.
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Figure 10: Online user rights in the process graphic

Note:

As already mentioned, only the rights that have been assigned a unique name are displayed.
The rights can be assigned to the selected operator profiles and deleted again. It is important
to pay attention to the selection of operator profiles.

Tab "Alarm groups" defines whether an operator of the selected group is shown alarms in the runtime
and operator system ("Show alarm"), whether they are permitted to acknowledge them ("Acknowledge
alarm") or can lock them ("Lock alarm"). The selection is made by mouse click. Afterwards a selection
must be confirmed (right mouse button / confirm changes)

Figure 11: Online user rights Messages and alarms

When configuring alarms / messages, alarm and message groups must be defined. The display of
alarms / messages in the runtime system interface can be sorted or masked according to these groups.
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Alarm groups that will be used later must be created or edited in a separate dialog. The new alarm group
added by the project engineering then appears in the "Alarm groups" view and must be parameterised
accordingly in the created groups. (Default a question mark to identify a TriState status) If this does not
happen, this alarm group can be fully operated by the user in the RUNTIME environment.

Creating alarm groups
About CAE Menu "Extras << Configure alarm groups" opens a dialog box for managing alarm groups:

Figure 12: Start of alarm groups Definition

In the opened window you now have the possibility to create new alarm groups or to manage the existing
ones.

For this purpose, the following dialog box must be opened in the alarm management using the right
mouse button:

Figure 13: Create a new alarm group

An alarm group then consists of the group name, the effective name and the description. The effective
name and description can be changed by selection. The effective name is required for the alarm group
variables since (being C-conform) these are not permitted to contain any umlauts or special characters.
(Example: Alarm group system monitoring >> effective name system monitoring) This is usually not
necessary in an English environment, but in many other languages.
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Figure 14: Editing alarm groups

Note:

The division of alarms into groups increases the overview, as alarms can be structured accord-
ing to function, location or personnel. Thus it is possible to make the alarms of certain subsys-
tems visible and / or acknowledgeable only to the operating personnel intended for this sub-
system.

Example:

Faults in a fire alarm system could be reported directly to the company fire brigade at a terminal.
The operating personnel of the plant would not be informed of this as this message does not
directly affect the process to be monitored. A fire alarm, on the other hand, would be reported
to both the operating personnel and the company fire brigade, whereby this alarm can only be
acknowledged by an authorised employee of the company fire brigade.

Under the rider "Application rights" the APROL applications available in the runtime and operator
system interfaces are configured for use by the operator groups. The selection is made by mouse click
analogous to the procedure for operator rights.

After selecting the tab, you use column "Status" to define access to the individual functions, which ap-
plications may be started when this group is assigned and which functions are permitted to be executed
within this application. Each operator group can have a different access option.
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Figure 15: Online user rights for applications

Depending on the application, different actions must be granted or rejected. Looking at the DisplayCenter
example, you will find actions "Start, Start online trend, Process graphic tree, Debugging, etc." that you
now have to evaluate according to group (and training).

The next available tab "Process graphic display permission" is used to manage access to process
images.

Figure 16: Administration Access to process images

In the case of larger and/or geographically branched plants, the operation of a plant is often divided
between individual, more or less encapsulated partial plants. This is taken into account here. This means
that an operator of a particular subsystem only has access to the process images necessary for him.
A further aspect is that e.g. a service technician needs access to extra service process images, which
is not granted to a plant operator.
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The configuration of the accesses is carried out here analogously to the procedures described above.

Finally, tab "Restrictive operator rights" is now available.

Figure 17: Configuration of Restrictive Operator Rights

With this functionality, access to individual control elements can be restricted. For example, this means
that an operator in equipment 1 is permitted to operate valves which are assigned library rights but is
denied this in equipment 2, even though these are apparently the same rights. This is achieved by listing
the available CFCs and granting or restricting the rights of exactly these.

For additional details, see the APROL product documentation.
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4.2 Operator

The OperatorManager is used to create all operators, from engineers to plant operators, who are to
have access to the plant configured in the project. Access is restricted by assigning the operators to the
previously configured operator groups. It is possible to assign several operator groups to one operator.
The assignment is made via Drag and Drop or in the opened operator by corresponding assignment.

Figure 18: Assignment of a group to an operator

The OperatorManager was also designed as an independent application, which is available both in the
engineering system and in the runtime system . This makes it possible to add operators to the Runtime
or Operator system even without an access authorization to the Enginnering system. This may be
necessary if a new employee joins the company and no engineering work is planned at this time. This
means that temporary access can be granted to this employee. This, of course, must be returned to
engineering. This is supported by export/import functionalities.

Note:

If the OperatorManager were an integral part of the CaeManager, an engineering process would
be required for operator management.

The OperatorManager can be started via the KDE control bar or directly from the CaeManager (Tools/
OperatorManager) . In the following dialog box "Project selection" one of the existing projects can be
selected. (Dialog only appears if there is more than one project in the database.)
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Figure 19: OperatorManager Project selection

In the OperatorManager, dialog box "Edit operator" is displayed in the right area via the shortcut menu
option (right mouse button) "New operator" .

Figure 20: Creating a new operator

In this dialog box, the new operator is created similar to the procedure in User Management. In the first
tab the personal data with login and password are maintained. In addition, the preferred web browser
and possibly an "idle time" is defined.

Each operator can also be enabled to sign PDF documents. This is especially important when production
batches must be accepted. Thus, every report (standard APROL reports as well as customer-specific
reports) that is stored as PDF can be signed and validated. In order to realize this, a personal certificate
for this operator must be created.
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Figure 21: OperatorManager Create Operator

In tab "Groups" the assignments of the operator groups can be carried out. This can also be done by
"Drag and Drop" (as described before) or by right-clicking the mouse and choosing the appropriate
action. ("Assign" and "Confirm change")

Figure 22: Assigning operator groups
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Tab "Login configuration" is used to configure the way in which the operator can log in to the runtime
system. The different login hardware is not mutually exclusive.

Figure 23: Configuring hardware login

Functionality Description
Enabled The operator is enabled for logging in for the selected hardware.

logout_enabled The operator is enabled for the selected hardware to log out

check_login The password is requested in addition to the hardware login

check_logout If the user logs off, he must confirm this separately

notify_login When registering, the operator receives a confirmation

notify_logout The operator receives a confirmation when logging off

ID An "ID" must be entered for the FileLogin, PCSCLogin, RFIDLogin and TowiLo-
gin.

At "Keyboard" Login, name and password must be entered using the keyboard in the login screen. At
"PythonLogin" the login mechanism can be freely programmed. The "FileLogin" allows you to log in
using a file. This procedure is used to log in e.g. via modem connections and is not part of this seminar.
The "TowiLogin" enables registration via Towitoko card readers. Further hardware login possibilities
are RFID, PCSC and Mifrare.

Note: Hardware login

The registration of an operator can also take place via a hardware-supported login. When us-
ing a hardware-supported login, which can of course be combined with a keyboard login and
configured with or without a password query, the advantage of stacking users is particularly
advantageous.

Under the other tabs ("Operator rights, Alarm groups, Application rights, .....") the sum of the assigned
operator groups is displayed in order to be able to check the adding rights in a simple way. Here you have
read-only access. To change a right, you have to switch back to the already explained operator groups.
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Figure 24: View the assigned rights
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4.3 Active operator handling

Thus, the operator management for the RUNTIME and operating environment is completed and each
employee has exactly the functionalities available that they need and for which they are trained.

In most cases levels such as rich:

• Guest

• Normal plant operation (plant operator)

• Service technician

• Engineer

• System administrator

The operator groups are usually designed like this or in a similar form. The creation of users varies from
installation to installation. Some make an assignment by name for each person, others e.g: In layers.
However, it is important to be able to realize different levels.

Figure 25: Working methods and accesses are defined
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Exercise 1:

Create a new project right and use it in a hyper macro you have created. Overwrite the right at
the dummy value input of the PAL analog hyper macro. (substitute value specification)

Exercise 2:

Create two new operator groups and assign them once all operator rights to us once only limited
rights. You can also assign alarms and applications.

Exercise 3:

Create two new operators and assign them to their configured operator groups. Then check for
"different" functionality in the runtime or operating environment.
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5 Creating a graphic block

In APROL, both the logic of the controller and that of the control computer(s) and all the image compo-
nents required for display are configured in a function chart. This type of programming creates a under-
cover engineering excluded. Since both the logic and the image components are displayed and thus
the bus traffic between the systems is made clear. Since the image, e.g. of a luminous display, cannot
be linked to function blocks, the graphic component is represented by a Graphic block is placed in the
plan and the variables used for dynamization are exported as PIN´s .

The procedure will be shown step by step using a simple example.

5.1 Creating a graphic block in a library

Via the menu "File>>New or by means of "right mouse button>>New/..." a new block can be inserted
in a library. A block can be a function, a function block, an ST function, an ST function block, an SFC
function block, a hyper macro, a control system block, as in our case a graphic block or a UCB block.
All these possibilities as well as all other functions will be discussed (if desired) in a follow-up seminar.

Figure 26: Creating a new graphic block

Within the CaeManager, you must switch from the Logical Structure / Physical Structure workspace
to the Libraries workspace.
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Figure 27: Selecting a library

After selecting a library in the CaeManager and selecting of a directory in this library, blocks can be
inserted in the directory structure analogous to the project engineering.

Note:

The nesting depth of the directory structure is not limited. Blocks and other directories can now
be created under one directory.

Figure 28: Inserting a graphic block

In the window that then opens, the name and description must now be specified:
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Figure 29: Creating a graphic block

The block type can now be changed using the combo box. Scalable blocks can also be projected, which
can then be expanded in size and functionality in the CFC. (Pull down). A typical example of this is an
AND_BOOL.

A graphic block has been created and can now be opened for editing.

Double-click on Preview to open the graphical editor. Here you can draw a new image or change an
existing one. All changes are, of course, subject to APROL version control.
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Figure 30: Previewing a graphic block

The object created in the DisplayEditor can be dynamized after selection (multiple selection also pos-
sible).

Figure 31: Dynamics toolbar

The following functions are available for dynamics:

Type of dynamic
element

Description

Blinking The objects can be made to blink depending on a process variable, whereby
there are different possibilities (background, inverting,... different frequencies)

Colors The objects change their colors depending on a process variable, whereby both
the foreground color and the background color, the fill pattern and the line type
can be changed.
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Type of dynamic
element

Description

Rotate Depending on a process variable, the objects rotate around a definable fixed
point. Picture scaling must be used for this dynamization.

Move The objects change their position (are moved) depending on a process variable
on the process graphic. With this dynamization a picture scaling must be carried
out

Scaling The objects change their size depending on a process variable, whereby the x
and y axes can be defined independently of each other. Picture scaling must be
used for this dynamization.

Percent Depending on a process variable, the objects are cropped from a definable page
and are no longer displayed in full size. (Bar graph display ...) . Picture scaling
must be used for this dynamization.

Text A process variable can be displayed changeable according to its value, which is
the case when the correct mask has been set. ( xx.xxx) If this mask is not set,
the text is displayed. (Often used for text output)

Text list Depending on a process variable, the texts defined in a list can be displayed.

Image list This allows project-specific images (SVG, ..) to be exchanged or visualized .

Invisible This can be used to display or hide objects.

For details, see the APROL product documentation.

To dynamize an object, it must be linked to a process variable. Since this link is carried out in the function
chart, only the placeholder can be defined in the following menu. This placeholder is then created as
PIN in the associated graphic block.
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Figure 32: Example dynamization blinking

The placeholder is replaced by the entry [Graphic I/O] realized. This variable will then be available in
the graphic block.

After entering the variables, the actions can be defined depending on the value of the variables. In the
example BLINKING, this is "Do not blink, Invert, Background, On/Off". With other dynamization types,
of course, other settings are available here.

After successful parameterization of the dynamization, the object must be saved and the DisplayEditor
must be closed. Then you get the CAE view again and can continue working on the graphic block.

Figure 33: Creating and saving a graphic block

By clicking on the generated graphic block it can be further configured. In the program tab "Block" the
pins of the block can be assigned to an I/O variable. This converts the previously mentioned placeholder
to a PIN.
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Figure 34: Configure graphic block

The better method of assigning so-called "Graphic I/Os" is done in the "I/O" window. There you can
see red entries of the "Graphic I/Os" as long as they have not been configured correctly. This variable
can now be declared as input pin or output pin using the right mouse button. Afterwards the properties of
this PIN are changed in such a way that a logical functionality develops. (data type, description, default
value, operator right)

Figure 35: PIN Properties

How the block appears in the plan and in the process graphic is shown in the block view and program
view. If red entries are visible, these are dynamizations that are not yet included in the graphic block.
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The created block is then saved, versioned, activated and compiled and is then available in project
engineering as well as library engineering.

Note:

The block is of course only available if the corresponding library has been linked to the project
(see Project Properties). In addition, the block is not permitted to be stored as "internal library".

5.2 Linking logic and process graphic

After leaving the library and selecting a function chart in the CaeManager, the Context View takes you
to the libraries linked to the project.

Graphic blocks can now be integrated like a function block into the function chart (or in a hyper macro
(library engineering)) and linked to the PV whose process value it is intended to illustrate.

Figure 36: Combination logic and process graphics

After the changes to the function chart have been saved, the graphic component of the graphic blocks can
be placed on the process graphic . The corresponding process graphic is activated for this purpose. You
can now navigate to the required graphic block using the Context View. After selecting the function chart,
the graphic blocks desired in the process graphic can be selected and placed on the process graphic
using drag-and-drop. The supply of the picture elements is guaranteed by the unique interconnection
of the block in the function chart.

The following figure shows the placement of the dynamized image components:
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Figure 37: Insert graphic block

A picture element placed in the process graphic can subsequently be moved as required. The right
mouse button provides further functions .

For quick orientation, the most important information is also displayed with a tooltip when the mouse
pointer is placed over a dynamized picture element.

In this way, the origin of the image macro can be determined at any time and it can be determined how
the dynamizations of this graphic block are supplied.

Note:

At this point it must be pointed out that direct dynamization is also possible. This means that
the source of the dynamization is the background image, or directly the graphic block from the
library. In tab "I/O mapping", it must be ensured that the placeholder variables are linked with
process variables. This is a typical SCADA functionality. (Supervisory Control and Data Acqui-
sition) The DCS comfort described above is therefore deliberately omitted here. (Distributed
Control System)

5.3 Dynamic element - Ready for use

By creating a graphic block, we are now able to realize our own dynamizations. The complexity of these
graphic blocks will increase even further in the future. However, the principle of realization is always
the same.

Exercise 4:

Create a picture macro of your choice, the corresponding picture block and use it in the project.
Check your activities in the RUNTIME or operating environment. Idelarly each group creates a
different kind of dynamization in order to be able to present it to the participants.
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6 Rights management in the library

Rights management starts with library engineering and ends with the creation of operators for the RUN-
TIME or operating environment. This chapter describes the relationships of operator management in
library engineering.

6.1 Graphic block outputs

Graphic block outputs are realized with so-called controls and widgets.

What is a control?
A control area is generally not visible in the DisplayCenter. This is a mouse-sensitive areathat performs
an action by clicking on it. An operating option is indicated in the DisplayCenter by changing the
mouse pointer .

With the project option "Highlight buttons ...." marks the control area with a frame (bounded area)when
the mouse pointer is moved over it.

Figure 38: Highlight buttons
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The following "Controls" are available:

Figure 39: Available controls

Description of
control

Short description of control

PulseControl Provides a mouse sensitive surface without visualization of a button.
Realizes the function of a pulse generator. The switching operation is triggered
when actuated for the duration of the set pulse time. The PulseButton can be
used if only a short pulse is required to control the actuator.

SensorControl Provides a mouse sensitive surface without visualization of a button.
Realizes the function of a button. The switching operation is triggered on actua-
tion and only carried out for the duration of the actuation. The SensorButton can
then be used if a switching operation should be controlled by the operator and
only carried out for a limited time.

PythonControl Provides a mouse sensitive surface without visualization of a button.
The phyton button behaves analogously to the phyton code and is additionally
provided with a dynamically labeling key that visualizes the switching operation.
The PythonButton can be used if complex visualization should be realized, for
which the explicit logic definition via Python code is necessary.

LoadPictureCon-
trol

Provides a mouse sensitive surface without visualization of a button.
When pressed, the LoadPictureButton switches to the process graphic instance,
where magnification factor and switch-on position can be passed. With the Load-
PictureButton, image jumps and enlargements of and in process graphics can
be realized.

CallMacroControl Provides a mouse sensitive surface without visualization of a button.
The CallMacroControl triggers a process variable of type macro, with whose
help further macros can be switched up. The CallMacroControl can be used to
trigger other graphic blocks available in the Continuous Function Chart from a
graphic block.

To create a control , please open the menu "Tools>>Draw>>Interactive Element" in the DisplayEd-
itor or press button [Interactive Element] in the toolbar on the side.
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After you have defined the endpoint of the element , a window appears in which you can define the type
of control / widget and configure it. In our example it is a matter of sending a pulse for 2000 ms.

Figure 40: Create a control
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What is a visualization element (widget)?
A visualization element or widget is a predefined graphical element that can only be changed in appear-
ance and form by certain properties.

The following interactive elements are available:

Figure 41: Available widgets

Description of
widget

Short description of widget

ToggleButton Realizes the function of a switch. The switching operation is triggered on actua-
tion and reset with the next actuation. The ToggleButton can be used if an actu-
ator with only one button should be permanently switched on or off.

PulseButton Realizes the function of a pulse generator. The switching operation is triggered
when actuated for the duration of the set pulse time. The PulseButton can be
used if only a short pulse is required to control the actuator.

SensorButton Realizes the function of a button. The switching operation is triggered on actua-
tion and only carried out for the duration of the actuation. The SensorButton can
then be used if a switching operation should be controlled by the operator and
only carried out for a limited time.

PythonButton The phyton button behaves analogously to the phyton code and is additionally
provided with a dynamically labeling key that visualizes the switching operation.
The PythonButton can be used if complex visualization should be realized, for
which the explicit logic definition via Python code is necessary.
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Description of
widget

Short description of widget

LoadPictureButton When pressed, the LoadPictureButton switches to the process graphic instance,
where magnification factor and switch-on position can be passed. With the Load-
PictureButton, image jumps and enlargements of and in process graphics can
be realized.

FileSelectorButton Realizes the activation of the file selection dialog box and allows the user to se-
lect a directory or file. This information is written to the output variable to enable
further actions to be performed.

RadioButton Realizes the function of a switch or a switch group. The switching operation is
triggered when the radio button is pressed and is reset the next time the button
is pressed or when another radio button in the group is pressed. The RadioBut-
ton can be used if you want to select a maximum of one of a number of n possi-
bilities

CheckBox Realizes the function of a switch or a switch group. The switching operation is
triggered when the checkbox is actuated and is reset with the next actuation or
the actuation of another checkbox in the group. The checkbox can be used if
multiple selection should be possible.

ComboBox Realizes the selection of an element from a list. An element is a value/object as-
signment (tuple). The ComboBox can be used if one of a number of n possibili-
ties maximum should be selected from the following

InputOutputBox Realizes the input and/or output of a process variable. The InputOutputBox
should be used if, in addition to specifying a control value, the actual value used
by the system is also to be displayed.

SpinBox Realizes both the input and display of a process variable with the additional
functionality of incremental change. This is used, for example, when you want to
increment or decrement with predefined steps.

Slider Realizes the linear value change of a process variable using a slider. The slider
can be used when more emphasis is placed on speed than precision when inter-
acting with a variable to change its value.

ListView Realizes the simultaneous visualization and editing of different process values in
a matrix similar to a spreadsheet. The process values can be freely grouped by
rows and columns.

TextView Realizes the display of the content of a file or URL. The display is dynamic, i.e.
changes in the content are immediately visible. The TextView can be used to dy-
namically display reports, logs or the contents of CSV files in the process graph-
ic.

OnlineTrend Realizes the value display of one or more process variables in the form of a line
diagram. The value changes are displayed consecutively. The display can be
changed via the configuration dialog box in the runtime system.

Process graphic Realizes a picture in picture functionality, i.e. in the connected process graphic a
further, fully conditionable process graphic can be represented in arbitrary size
and at arbitrary place.

EmbeddedApp Embeds another application in the widget if the application supports this type of
use. Minimum requirement is a "-embed" or "-wid" like optionso that the embed-
ding application (DisplayCenter) can tell it in which X-Window it should embed it-
self.
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Description of
widget

Short description of widget

VncViewer This can be used to display a VNCViewer embedded in the DisplayCenter . For
example, it is possible to visualize a VC (Visual Components) application config-
ured with AS. The source can also be another PC or something similar.

VideoView The DisplayCenter can integrate the display of video files and/or streams. It sup-
ports e.g. "vlc" and "mplayer".
The name of the video file that must have been placed in directory /home/<Run-
time system>/RUNTIME/VIDEO is passed to block "FileOrURL".

SpiderChart Up to 16 channels with a maximum of 3 values can be displayed in a spider web
diagram to display process data.
In relation due representation is clear and easy to grasp.

The procedure is the same as for creating controls.

More detailed information is available in the APROL Help and in the seminar APROL Library Engineering
(TM860).

6.2 Graphic block outputs

Since controls and widgets were used for the picture macro, I/O outputs are now required for the graphic
block, which can/must be subjected to rights management. Rights can be created in the library. This is
done, similar to the project engineering, via menu option "Extras / Configure operator rights". These
rights are then assigned to the graphic block outputs.

Figure 42: Operator rights in the library

A new block is created via the menu navigation "File>>New>>Graphic block" .

If you now open the graphic block, you can configure the red dynamization variables (input/output,
data type, default value, operator rights) in the I/O view . The next graphic illustrates this.
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Figure 43: Graphic block editing

The library rights are now assigned to the graphic block outputs as default values. These will be used
for further engineering from this point onwards. Changes to the default rights can be made during hyper
macro engineering and project engineering.

For details, see the APROL help.
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6.3 Default library rights - Active

This closes the circle of user management for the RUNTIME or operating environment. The default rights
assigned in the library are now available system-wide.

Exercise 5:

Realize an ON/OFF logic with two buttons and the control "Send pulse". Create two library
rights and assign them accordingly. Use these rights in your project profiles and check the
functionality in the RUNTIME or operating environment after successful build and download.
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7 Summary

What have we achieved now?

The operator management with the necessary rights was illustrated and trained. Access to operation,
alarms and applications can thus be regulated to the desired extent. The exercises carried out have
deepened the procedure and knowledge of this user management.

This ensures that the system can be operated correctly and safely.

Figure 44: Everything under control
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8 Appendix

8.1 Learning objective control (short questions on the subject)

Steps of user management:

• Operating rights in function chart for hyper macro and screen block

• Operator rights in the project

• Operator profiles

• OperatorManager in Engineering

• Generation

• Download operator system

• Control in the RUNTIME or operating environment

• Own dynamic elements

• Dynamic elements with operating options (Control, Widget)

• Operator rights in the library

8.2 Solutions to the learning objective control

Please make a note of any necessary additions.
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Offered by the Automation Academy

The Automation Academy provides targeted training courses for our customers as well as our own em-
ployees.
At the Automation Academy, you'll develop the skills you need in no time!
Our seminars make it possible for you to improve your knowledge in the field of automation engineering.
Once completed, you will be in a position to implement efficient automation solutions using B&R technol-
ogy. This will make it possible for you to secure a decisive competitive edge by allowing you and your
company to react faster to constantly changing market demands.

Seminars

Quality and relevance are essential components of our seminars. The
pace of a specific seminar is based strictly on the experience that course
participants bring with them and is tailored to their requirements. A com-
bination of group work and self-study provides the high level of flexibility
needed to maximize the learning experience.
Each seminar is taught by one of our highly skilled and experienced
trainers.

Training modules

Our training modules provide the basis for learning both at seminars
as well as for self-study. These compact modules rely on a consistent
didactic concept. Their bottom-up structure allows complex, interre-
lated topics to be learned efficiently and effectively. They serve as
the best possible companion to our extensive help system. The train-
ing modules are available as downloads and can be ordered as print-
ed versions.

Topic categories:
➯ Control technology
➯ Motion control
➯ Safety technology
➯ HMI and operation
➯ Process control
➯ Diagnostics and service
➯ Connectivity

ETA system

Find out more!

Would you like additional training? Are you interested in finding out what the B&R
Automation Academy has to offer? You have come to the right place.
For detailed information, see the following link:
https://www.br-automation.com/en/products/learning-and-teaching-materi-
als/

https://www.br-automation.com/en/products/learning-and-teaching-materials/
https://www.br-automation.com/en/products/learning-and-teaching-materials/
http://www.br-automation.com/academy
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